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House Resolution 1091

By: Representative Drenner of the 85th 

A RESOLUTION

Commending and recognizing Dr. Lynn Wilson for her work in the area of climate change;1

and for other purposes. 2

WHEREAS, Dr. Lynn Wilson is a professional academic, nonprofit executive, management3

consultant, author, and journalist with a current focus on public policy and the environment,4

multilateral environmental governance, disaster risk reduction, climate change and health,5

and environmental adaptation; and6

WHEREAS, she is the Executive Director and CEO and founder of SeaTrust Institute, a7

scientific and educational nongovernmental organization; and8

WHEREAS, Dr. Wilson is an active participant, presenter, and official event Chair in United9

Nations meetings on climate change and disaster risk reduction; she is also head of10

Delegation to UN meetings in multiple regimes attended by world leaders sessions; and11

WHEREAS, she is the developer and lead consultant for Halcyon Adaptation Scenario, a12

climate change adaptation process tool which launched in Lower Zambezi, Zambia, in 201313

and applied in West Africa and Pacific Islands in 2013-2014; and14

WHEREAS, Dr. Wilson has assisted in the implementation of climate change, health15

adaptation, and disaster risk reduction training in developing countries; this included scenario16

based capacity building using life cycle assessment-informed professional training and17

technology-enabled surveillance programs; and18

WHEREAS, as a well respected academic within the scientific community, Dr. Wilson has19

sat on advisory boards for ocean policy, law and policy education, legislative action, and20

nontraditional apprenticeship in health information technology; and21
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WHEREAS, outside of her research, Dr. Wilson is a volunteer coastal naturalist training the22

community on weekends in season, enjoys whale watching, and is an amateur community23

theater performer.24

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that25

the members of this body recognize and commend Dr. Wilson for her numerous26

achievements and accolades within the scientific community, specifically in the area of27

climate change.28

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized29

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Dr. Lynn Wilson.30


